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Programme contents:

• Guidance and Classroom Activities - includes   
 background information and resources for parents
• Language Development Programme - 10 weeks  
 of small group session plans with resources
• USB flashdrive – easy to print pdfs of essential  
 resources for classroom activities, small group 
  sessions and parents
• Five Clickety Early Soundplay books with ten 
 finger puppets

Contact: 

Phone 01326 567185
email info@clicketybooks.co.uk,  
online www.clicketybooks.co.uk

Clickety Books Ltd
Yeovil Innovation Centre,  
Yeovil, Somerset BA22 8RN

Registered in England 07740716

£375  
ex VATThe Chatty Bats Language  

Development Programme  
boosts the understanding  
and spoken language of children,  
ages 3 to 5, and increases their 
confidence and engagement.

Chatty Bats combines the  
engaging, expertly crafted  
Clickety Early Soundplay stories  
with a tried and tested language 
programme developed by  
Wendy Lee at LINGO.

About the Author 

Wendy Lee, LINGO, is a consultant speech 
and language therapist who has worked 
in schools and early years settings, higher 
education and national charities. She was 
Professional Director at the Communication 
Trust until 2015 and has developed several 
successful programmes to support children’s 
speech, language and communication skills.

‘We have just completed 
Chatty Bats and the pre/
post data is good. I think a 
lot of the impact is around 
the fact that it has tuned 
staff into what the children 
do and how they learn.’ 
Teacher



 

The programme is based on evidence 
around:

• Positive impact of dialogic reading
• Additional activities needed for 

children with language needs
• Props that help children with 

language needs to engage
• Inclusion of ‘pause reading’  

and ‘elaborative reminiscing’ 
 
 

A 10 week language intervention 
programme

• Based around 5 of the Clickety  
Early Soundplay stories

• 30 sessions with puppets,  
activities and materials

• Over 40 additional activities  
for the whole class and parents

• Monitoring and evaluation 
documentation

• Support for vocabulary,  
understanding and use  
of language 
 
 

Chatty Bats introduced

• Into 50 schools as part of  
Strategic School Improvement  
Fund project, initial feedback  
from 18 schools

• 2 further schools, one with a  
language resource provision,  
another mainstream nursery  
with high levels of deprivation  
and EAL

• Over 120 children, 3 to 5  
years old, completed the  
programme

A small sample of children measured on the  
standardised Preschool CELF show an average  
progress of:

• 14 months in receptive language
• 7.5 months in expressive vocabulary

Other measures show mixed results but all children 
make good progress.

Children also show increased confidence and  
engagement. Over 80% of schools reported the  
highest rating of ‘good impact’ on practice and all 
schools reported a positive impact on children’s  
outcomes with 75% reporting a ‘good impact’.

“I have seen and recorded improvement of 
their understanding. Each child taking part 
has also developed their language with 
clearer speech and a wider vocabulary. 
Another positive is that their concentration 
has been extended, allowing for the areas 
mentioned to improve. The book and 
resource sheets are easy to follow and I am 
looking forward to doing another 10 week 
session as my confidence and understanding 
of the programme has developed and it will 
only help with the children reaching their 
potential.” 
JR Teaching Assistant

In PracticeIntroduction Outcomes

Chatty Bats uses a robust  
dialogic reading methodology,  
linking engaging stories with  
structured language activities to  
enhance the use of language,  
vocabulary and understanding  
of 3-5 year olds.

‘We’re doing Chatty  
Bats and understanding is 
developing, listening  
and attention developing …
confidence and self-esteem 
developing and more  
ability to communicate in 
whole group activities.’

‘The Chatty Bats 
bag is brilliant.   
Full of resources 
and ideas I can use   
with my children.’     
Teacher

Impact on practice Impact on children’s
outcomes

limited some good limited some good

Week 3. Session 7

Game one:  
Listening for actions 
Tell the children ‘Today we’re talking about the  
animals. We’re talking about how they move around.’
Remind them ‘All the animals are in the story about the 
horse, Clip Clop and her picnic.’

1. Introduce the animals one at a time, using  
 the finger puppet. 

2. Tell the children the animal and how they like  
 to move around.

3. ‘Here is the rabbit, Hip Hop. He is very bouncy.  
 The rabbit likes to hop everywhere.’ Demonstrate  
 the rabbit hopping.

4. ‘Can we all do some hopping?’ Encourage  
 the children to stand up and hop around.

5. Talk about what they are doing to reinforce  
 the word. ‘We are hopping, just like the rabbit.’

6. As they move say ‘You are … [action word] … 
 just like the … [name of the animal].’

For example:

• Here is the rabbit, Hip Hop …  
 he is very bouncy. He loves to hop 
 everywhere … hop hop hop.

• Here is the bird, Flip Flap…he is 
 very fluttery. He loves to fly  
 everywhere … flap flap flap. 

• Here is the horse, Clip Clop …  
 she likes to gallop around …  
 clippety clop. 

For example:

• We are hopping, just like the rabbit.
• We are flying, just like the bird,  
 flap flap our wings.

• We are galloping, just like the 
 horse, clippety clop.
 

WK 3 / 6

Listening and  
understanding words
It’s fine if the children don’t say much during 
these activities, as its main aim is to help with 
listening and understanding words – it’s fine if 
they do talk too!

Helps to support listening and the 
understanding of action words.

Top Tip:
Repetition is KEY. 

J

You will use:
Horse, rabbit and bird finger puppets.
Bubbles.

Activity:  
Puppet time
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Week 3. Session 8

For example:

• Put the popcorn in the basket
• Put the tree on the hill
• Put the carrots in the basket

You will use:
Resource (R6): Clip Clop Pictures - tree, flowers, 
apple, apples, carrots and popcorn.  
Resource (R8): Picnic Basket - empty basket and 
hill pictures. 
Clip Clop finger puppet.

Tell the children ‘Look, Clip Clop has come to play.’ 
Show them the puppet on your finger. 

Tell the children ‘Clip Clop wants to fill the picnic 
basket with food for you to eat, but she is not sure 
what to put in there. We know what you can eat and 
what you can’t eat. Let’s help her.’

1. Put the big picnic basket picture and the  
 big picture of the hill on the floor first.

2. Then, put all the other pictures on the  
 floor and show the children how to play  
 the game.

3. The food items should go in the basket and  
 all other items on the hill.

4. Give the puppet an instruction of what  
 to choose and where it should go. … ‘Put  
 the apples in the basket.’

5. Comment about the food e.g. ‘We can  
 eat apples, thank you Clip Clop, they are  
 delicious.’

6. Pass the puppet onto the first child – they 
 now must tell Clip Clop what to do e.g.  
 ‘Put the flowers on the hill.’

Talking and  
understanding words:  
Puppet time

Helps to support talking and  
the understanding of words – the 
children must talk to the puppet, 
giving instructions of what to do.  

Top Tip:
Model what you want the 
children to say 
‘Look, Clip Clop is putting the  
apples in the basket.’

J

Use:
Resource R6 

Resource R6 – Clip Clop Pictures
tree

flowers
apple

apples
carrots

popcorn
strawberries

cake
cheese

broccoli

ball
bowl

spoon
book

hat

bread

 Picture words

WK 3 / 23

Use:
Resource R8 

Resource R8 – Picnic Basket

WK 3 / 27

Activity:  
Clip Clop’s picnic 
basket
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Week 3 
Children have been sharing a  
story about a pony called Clip Clop.  
She plans a picnic with her friends.

Sorting it out
Children have been sharing a story about a pony 
called Clip Clop. She plans a picnic with her friends.

1. Have a look at the pictures together. 

2. Some are things we can eat. Some are things we 
 can’t eat.

3. Talk about all the pictures - What is it? What do 
 you do with it? Do we like it?

4. Decide - is it something we can eat or is it 
 something we can’t eat?

5. Put all the food in one pile and all the other things 
 in another.

6. When you have sorted it all out, talk about all the  
 things you like to eat and maybe even the things  
 you don’t like to eat.

7. You and your child could each draw a picture of 
 something you like to eat and see if you can guess 
 what the other person has drawn. Give clues if 
 you’re not sure.

Do let us know if you have any worries about your 
child’s talking or understanding. 

You can play this game at the supermarket. 

As you collect your shopping, see if your child can 
tell you which things are food that you can eat, and 
which are things are not food. Things we can’t eat. 

Do they know the names of everything? Help them 
out if they are not sure.

Play the game when you get home – it’s a fun way  
to put the shopping away.

Chatty Bats - Talking time for Parents 

These are important skills for  
making friends and learning.

Children learn how to talk by  
listening and talking with us.

We are sharing some fun activities  
you can do with your children to help 
with talking and listening.

Can we eat?
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